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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a simple and efficient method of
implementing a semantic type checking system for use with
relational databases. Numeric data typically represent
measures of a specific property or characteristic of a real
world object.. Computers. manipulate only the numeric value.
It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that the data
are handled in a manner consistent with its meaning. TI the
semantics associated with the numbers are stored in a data
dictionary, Semantic consistency can be verified by the
database system. This increases the integrity of data
manipulation and helps ensure meaningful results. This thesis
demonstrates a simple scheme of representing the property, or
quantity, and unit of -measure associated with numeric
attributes. This i-nformation is then used to verify
dimensional consistency of database queries and to
automaically convert unis across systems of measurement.
Finally, a concept is defined for each relation in the
database. These concepts can be used to build a concept
hierarchy to help ensure queries are consistent with the
semantics of the database design.
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This thesis addresses the problem of adding semantic
information to numeric-valued data attributes stored in a
database. Numeric data normally are associated with a
characteristic or dimension of some real world object or
event. The data typically reference a speci-fic system of
measurement through a particular unit of measure. Database
management systems (DBMS), however, typically store only the
numeric value without reference to this measurement. The
values are then manipulated without regard to their real-world
meaning. For example, a value measured in miles might be
added to one measured in pounds. It is currently the
responsibility of the user to ensure that data are manipulated
in a manner consistent with its meaning. We propose a method
of storing the meaning or semantics of the numeric data along
with the actual data values. This will allow the system to
verify automatically the semantic consistency of data
manipulation.
A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In physics and engineering, as well as other applications,
including units of measure along with numerical vaLues has a
long tradition. numbers by themselves have arbitrary
meaning. Only with a unit of measure is there a standard of
comparison with which to determine the extent of something.
Suppose X is measured in units of feet. We then know the
value assigned to X represents the number of times one foot
occurs in the object represented by X. Furthermore, we know
X should not be added, subtracted, or compared with Y unless
both are expressed in feet. (Clemence, 1987, p. 8-9)
In addition to units of measure, numeric data are
associated with some object or event. Specifically, the data
represent a measure of some quantifiable property of that
object or event. This semantic information ensures data are
manipulated in a meaningful way. Apples should not be added
to oranges and the weight of a car should be subtracted from
its length.
Verification of thAe semantic consistency of data
manipulation is currently the responsibility of the user. The
computer manipulates only the numbers. To verify semantic
consistency, each numeric-valued symbol is replaced with its
explanatory description. Two types of dimensional calculus
are then applied. First, is the calculus of measurement
units: units are multiplied or divided and an analysis is
performed to ensure that the numbers being added, subtracted
or compared all have the same scale of reference. The other
calculus is concerned with what the numbers represent :nd the
properties being measured. Again the calculus prescribes
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certain rules for multiplication, division, addition,
subtraction, and comparison. (BradLey and Clemence,
1987, p. 404)
The rules of semantic consistency also apply to the
relational database environment. The relational model
provides a powerful data access and manipulation capability.
Dat-a are stored in two dimensional tables, a structure easily
understood by most users. Many updates and queries are
accomplished by combining, or joining, multiple tables in
various ways. This provides an extremely powerful access
capability, particularly for ad hoc queries.
This ease of access -and unlimited data manipul-ation
capability does not come free. The user is still responsible
for ensuring data are combined in a manner consistent with
their real-world meaning. There is still nothing that
prevents the weight of an apple from being added to the
diameter of an orange. In small databases with relatively few
tables, the user might be able to track the meaning of the
data himself. However, this is unlikely in larger systems
with multiple users.
B. METHODOLOGY
This thesis focuses on design and implementation of an SQL
shell to enforce dimensional and unit consistency of database
queries. The research includes the following steps:
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i. Review of the semantics of numeric data and the
application of concept hierarchies in model management as
presented by Bradley and Clemence (Bradley and Clemence,
1988).
2. Application of the semantics of quantity and unit of
measure to numeric data in the relational data model.
3. Design of data dictionary tables needed to incorporate
semantic information.
4. Design and implementation of an SQL preprocessor which
uses the semantic informat-ion to veri'.r dimensional
consistency of database queries.
C. THESIS STRUCTURE
Our research is presented in sax cnapters. Chapter 1
discusses the semantics of numeric data and presents an
abstract data type consisting of a value description and a
semantic description. Chapter III demonstrates the benefits
of including the semantics in the relational data model.
Chanter IV describes how to represent semantic information .n
th data dictionary. Chapter V presents a simple and
ea:zcientl method of ensuring the dimensional consistency of
database queries. Chapter Vi shows how the semantics can be
used to build concept hierarchies. These hierarchies are then
used to enforce semantic integrity of database queries.
Chapter VII presents our conclusions and recommendations for
further research.
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II. THE SEMANTICS OF NUMERIC DATA
Numeric data typically are associated with quantifiable
characteristics or phenomena in the real world. The computer,
however, manJipulates only the numbers without regard to their
meaning. The -user has the responsibility of ensurLn. that
numbers are manipulated in a way consistent with their
mean:ng. In this chapter we discuss the semantics of numeric
data and propose an extended data type for use in a more
rigorous typing system. Data types and type checking wiR* be
discussed f.irst in general and then in the context of units or
measure and Cimensional analysis. Finally, the semantics of
quantity and concept are added and an abstract numeric data
type is proposed.
A. DATA TYPING AND TYPE CHECKING
Computers store and manipuiate data and programming
constructs as combinations of zeros and ones. At the bit
level, there is no distinction between a character and a
number. Both are represented as binary numbers. Data typing
provides the distinction and establishes how the contents of
memory are to be interpreted by the computer.
A data type spec.-ifies t1-he domain of the data value. Most
programvidng languages support a few well-known, base data
types: character real, intecer and boolean. More complex
types, such as arrays, records and set3, may be constructed
from- the base types. The type also identifies the operations
which may be performed over its domain. The type Cnmains, the
operations and any rules for conversion or coercion between
data types represent a t-ype system. Type-checking uses the
semantics of the type system t--o ensure correct interpretation
and meaningful manipDulat ion of the data. (A-o, Set" , and
Uilmhan, 1986, p.343-34711
B. NUMERIC DATA TYPES AND UNIT.-S OF MEASURE
T-y~eC c-Ina ensur-les thaat ezzi-essiLons are consistent. with
tha ypin sysem. or eample, only numeric data va-.ues
(e.or integer) may bis operated o-n by tlne arithmetic
o~erators ofa a -1 - 1on , subtraction, mu PA iC a ti On an~d
ivS~o. I TOns lncreases zeseca.rit of the prcgrariming
language bY preventing meaningless or incorrect operations
from being perf:orzmed (Clemence, 1987, p. 5)1.
Current t;.ypi-ng systems provide only a limuited set of
numeric data tv-aes. Only real and integer types are typically
supported and most systems Provide rules for convers-!on or
coezrci;o-n between the two types. However, numbers by
t-hemsz: yes ".-ave no meaning. T- the rea:wrd numblers
rezresent t-he aaiict o' o some event or characteristizc.
To have meaning, they must be associated with a unit of
measure (Ciemence, 1987, p. 8)-. The unit of measure provides
a standard by which numbers may be compared and gives semantic
value to the number.
Including a unit of measure with a numeric value in a data
type increases the reliability and readability of mathematical
calculations (Karr and Loveman, 1978, p. 386). Such a data
type would also increase security of the language itself
(Clemence, 1987). Gehani (1977), House (1983), Karr and
Loveman (1978) have all proposed programming languages with
units of measure. An extension of the PASCAL language to
include units has been implemented by Dreiheiler,
Moerschbacker, and Mohr (1986). C'emence and Bradey contend
that un-ts alone do not increase security and recommend
including the semantics of quantity and concept (Bradley and
Ciemence, 1987). This idea is also applicable to numeric
data in relational database systems.
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C. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
1. Units of Measure
Each numeric data value represents the measure of some
dimension in a particular unit of measure. While every unit
of measure is associated with a specific dimension, each
dimension may have several units of measure depending on the
system of measurement being used. Each system recognizes
certain fundamental dimensions with a base unit of measure and
possibly several other units. Units can be converted within
and across systems of measure according to specific laws of
conversion. For example, in the standard metric system there
are seven Lundamenta. dimensions (Beyer, 1987):
Dimension Base Unit Other Units
Length Meter Kilometer, Centimeter
Mass Kilogram Grams, Milligrams




Amount of Substance Mole
To this we add the fundamental dimension of currency measured
in dollars. There are also dimensionless numbers, such as
ratios, which have no units and may be considered measures of
a null dimension. This gives nine fundamental dimensions--
length, mass, time, electric current, temperature, luminous
8
intensity, amount of substance, currency and the null
dimension. There are also derived dimensions and associated
units of measure. A derived dimension is obtained as a
product of two or more fundamental dimensions or their
inverses (Bhargava, 1990, p. 5). For example, volume is
derived by multiplying length times length times length.
Units of measure are also fundamental or derived
according to which dimension they measure. Thus, given a
value's unit of measure we can easily determine the dimension.
Each unit of measure is associated with only one dimension.
For this reason, the distinction between the units of measure
and the dimension being measured is often ignored. However,
since each dimension may have many associated units, we retaini
Ih- dstI ton- to a'low a check of dimensional consistency
regardless of the units being used.
2. Dimensional Consistency
The addition of dimension and unit of measure to
numeric data types provides a more rigorous and secure typing
system. Type checking becomes a problem in dimensional
analysis. Not only the consistency of types is checked but
consistency of dimensions is verified as well. The laws of
dimensional consistency are shown below (House, 1983, p. 366):
V9
1. Values with similar dimensions may be added or
subtracted, yielding a value possessing the same
dimension.
2. Values with dissimila. or similar dimensions may be
multiplied. The dimension of the result is the product
of the dimensions.
3. Values with dissimilar or similar dimensions may be
divided. The resulting dimension is the ratio of the
original dimensions.
4. No other operations are allowed.
Practical application of Rule 1. requires that the
units of measure be the same. If the values have the same
dimension, the units of measure will differ only by a scalar
conversion factor. Units that can be converted to one another
are said to commensurate. The conversion of commensurate
units must take place before the addition or subtraction of
the values.
Checking an expression for dimensional consistency is
essentially a problem of symbolic arithmetic. The arithmetic
operations are performed on the non-numeric symbols of
dimension and units of measure. For example, the expression
a + (b*c) might become length + (time * speed) or length +
(time * [length/time]). According to Rule 2, dissimilar
dimensions (time and length/time) may be multiplied with the
resulting dimension equal to the product of the dimensions.
Symbolically this multiplication results in a dimension of
length. Rule 1 allows a length to be added to a length. The
10
express:on Is found to be dimensionally consistent and gives
a result 1hat the expression is of dimension length. If the
expression is on the right side of an assignment, X := a +
(b*c), the object represented by X must be a number of
dimension length to maintain consistency.
D. THE SEMANTICS OF QUANTITY AND CONCEPT
Now that we have seen how dimensions and units are
manipulated we can extend the numeric data type to include
additional information.
Unit of measurement [dimension] alone is insufficient to
convey information accurately to someone else. Scientific
observation requires two kinds of description: a
quantitative description so that the observed phenomenon
can be distinguished from other phenomena; and a unit of
measurement to distinguish qatitatIvey S.mi.
occurrences c: different magnitude. (Ciemence, 1987, p.
11)
While a dimension is an abstract concept used to evaluate
expressions and units of measure, a quantity is thle actual
attribute being measured. Numerical values of the same
magnitude are not equal unless they describe the same quantity
and measure the same dimension (Clemence, 1987, p. 14). The
quantities LENGTH, WIDTH and ALTITUDE all are represented by
the fundamental dimension of length but clearly represent
different measurable phenomena.
Like dimensions, quantities may be either fundamental or
derived. A fundamental quantity, can not be expressed as a
combination of quanti-ties. A derived quantity is obtained by
combining fundamental quantities. For example, the quantity
AREA can be derived from the quantities LENGTH and WIDTH. The
rules for combining quantities and checking- consistency are
the same as for dimensions:
i. Similar quantti-es fpay be added or subtracted, yeilding
a value possessing the same quantity. Dissimilar
quantities may not be added or subtracted.
2. Dissimilar or similar quantities may multiplied. The
quantity cj' hte result is the product of %he quantities.
3. Dissimilar or simil-ar quantities may be divided. The
resulting quantity is the ratio of the original
auant es .
4. No other operations are allowed.
These rules are appnied in addition to the rules for
dimensicnal arithmetic and consistency. Failure to meet any
rule causes an inconsistency. Thus, an expr-ession specifying
the addition of LENGTH (measured in feet) to a WIDTH (measured
in meters) -would be consistent under the rules of dimensional
arithmetic. (Feet and meters both measure the fundamental
dimension of length and are therefore commensurate.) However,
since the quantities are not equal, the expression is
inconsistent under the rules of quantity arithmetic. "The
operations of addition and subtraction, and the use of
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relational cperators ( =, <>, <=, >= ), are meaningful -only
when their operands can be reduced to a common quantity and
dimension (Clemence, 1987, p. 14-)."
Quantity and dimension ensure that values are associated
with a measurable attribute and have a scale of reference in
a measurement system. Quantities in turn are attributable to
an object, or the occurrence of some event, in the real world.
This object/evenL is called a concept (Bradley and Clemence,
1987, p. 4). Each concept has an associated set of quantities
representi-ng measurable attributes of the object. For
example, the concept Crate has the -attributes LENGTH, WIDTH,
HEIGHT, and WEIGHT. Unlike quantiti-es and dimensions, there
are no derived concepts. Concepts cannot be multiplied or
divided.
E. AN EXTE.NDED NUMERIC DATA TYPE
Armed with the semantics of concept, quantity and
dimension, we can now define an extended numeric data type.
The type consists of two components, a value description anA
a semantic description. The va ,'e description consists of the
number and its unit of measure. Only . unit oimeasure may
be associated with each number. The -iimension of the value is
determined by the unit tf measure. The semantic description
13
consists of a quantity and .a concept possessing that quantity.




Figure 2-1. Numeric Dat'a Type With Semantics
This abstract nume ic data type can now be applied to
the relaticnal data model. In the next chapt-er, we present
the relation as an abs-tract data type and demonstrate how the
Semantics of numeric valued data can benefit relational
operations.
-4
II NUMERIC DATA IN RELATIONAL DATABASES
The semantics of numeric data are easily represented in
the relational database envi.ronment. In this chalter we
discurs the relational database as a collection of two
dimenbA :nai tables whLie rows represent unique entitLes and
columns represent attributes. Next we -_.scu.s three
fundamental operations with relations: projection, selection
and joining. Finally, ve apply the semantics of concept,
a n tity and unit ot measure to the relational model and
demonstrate their use in relational operations.
REAIONA DATA DEFINITIO"
A relational databaz is Q body of informatior stored in
two-dimensional tabes, or relations. Each relation cc.'tiats
of one or more rows, called tupl-es. Each tuple represents an
instance of an object, or entity, about which data is
coll-,ctd. A -relation has the properties shown below (Kroenke
and L.!an, 1988, p 297):
1-5
1. The entries in the relation are single-valued. Repeating
groups and arrays are not allowed.
2. The entries in any column are all of the same data type,
or domain. Each column has a unique name and the order
is immaterial. Columns of a relation are called
attributes.
3. No two rows, or tuples, n the relation are identical and
the order of rows is instgnificant.
It may be helpful to think of a relation as a complex data
type composedof~ -afributes defi%ed over a set of base data
types. Cowmercially available ielational database systems
support only a imited ;,t o- base data types. For example,
ORACLE provides a NUMN..R. type, a CHAR(i) VAR type for
character strings, a DATE and a TIME type. The NUMBER type
provides facilities for h.andling real and integer numeric data
values. A set of functions and operat:ons is specified for
each domain type. More advanced systems allow abstract data
types to be defined for domains and allow operations to be
defined on them (Osborn and Heaven, 1986, p. 359). These
systems are relatively complex and normally are designed to
support specialized applications such as computer-aided
design. Object-oriented DBMS also provide more robust types
although such systems are still largely experimental and
T e decrpto of h c I"en"t
The description ol the structure of a relation and the
specificatin of its attribute domains makes up a relational
16
schema. The schema identifies the name of the relation, the
names and domains of its attributes, and the generalized
format or structure of the relation. It is in the schema that
the semantics of concept, quantity and units of measure will
be specified.




Attribute Column in a relation.
Domain Set of values an attribute
-can have.
Tulle Row in a relation.
Relational Schema The structure and domain
constraints of a relation.
Figure 3-1. Relational Database Terminology
B. RELATIONAL DATA MANIPULATION
The power of the relational data model lies in its
flexibility and ease of use. Storing data in tables is
intuitive and easily understood by most users. Relationships
between tables, represented by common data values, are
recognizable and readily established. Finally, because the
structure is so simple and elegant only a small set of
operations is needed to process it. There are three
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fundamental operations used to process relations (Kroenke and
Dolan, 1988, p. 313-317):
1. Projection selects specified attributes from a relation
to form a new relation.
2. Selection creates a new relation by selecting rows that
satisfy certain conditions.
3. Join creates a new relation from the rows in two or more
relations that have attributes satisfying one or more
conditions. Join is a Cartesian product of relations
coupled with projection and/or selection.
Operations on relations are specified using a data
manipulation 1_nguage. Most commercially available relational
database systems support ANSI SQL (Structured Query Language)
or an extended version of the standard. The nonprocedural
nature of the language allows easy access to the data without
reuiri ng knowledge of the mathematical foundations of the
rec!-:. r.. L.c erom
relational model. In fact, a single SQL construct perfor s
alI three of the fundamental r elational onerations. The basic
syntax of the SELECT statement is:
SELECT [ALL 1 DISTINCT] select-list
FROM {{table-name I view-name}[correlation-name]1,...
[WHERE search-condition];
Additional clauses may specify ordering or grouping, but the




The projection operation selects specific attributes,
or columns, from a relation. The result is a logical relation
containing the selected attributes. In the SELECT statement,
the attributes named in the select-list identify the columns
to be projected from one relation to the relation being
formed. The FROM clause specifies the relation being used.
For example, consider a relation containing distances between
U.S. cities (Figure 3-2).
Origin j Destination Mileage
New York J Seattle J 2408
New York )hiag 7132
Chicago iLos Ageles 1745
Los Angeles Denver i 831
Los Angeles New York I 2
New York IAtlanta 1 748
Figure 3-2. USROUTES Relation
The projection of the relation USROUTES on the




The result of the projection is shown in Figure 3-3. Note
that the original relation USROUTES contains six tuples, or
rows. The result of the projection contains only three.
Since the result of a projection is a relation, the third
property of relations prevents duplicate rows from appearing






Figure 3-3. Projection of US_ROUTES on ORIGIN
2 Selection
?rojection identifies the attributes to be contained
i- te netw relation. Selection identifies the tuples to be
included. Rows are specified by the search-condition in the
WHERE clause of the SELECT statement. ..- search-condition
describes a simple or compound predicate that evaluates as
true, false or unknown about a given row (Viescas, 1989, p.
63). if the conditi on is true when applied to a row, the row
20
is included in the resulting_ relation. For example, the
statement
SELECT origin, destination, mileage
FROM usroutes
WHERE mileage > 1000;
results in the relation shown in Figure 3-4.
Origin Destination Mileage
New York Seattle 2408
Chicago Los Angeles 1745
Los Angeles New York 2451
Figure 3-4. Selection of US_ROUTES where MILEAGE > 1000
3. Join
The relational data model derives much of its power
from the ability to combine information from, or join, two or
more relations. A join -s specified by including more than
one relaticn in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement. The
join operation requires three logical steps. First, the
Cartesian product of the specified relations is determined.
This results in a logical relation which pairs all the tuples
of the first relation with all the tuples of the second
relation paired with all the tuples of the third relation and
so on. A selection operation is then performed to eliminate
some of the tuples. (In practice, the selection takes place
before the Cartesian product is formed. This eliminates many
21
rows from the product and saves time.) Finally, a projection
may take place to remu t certain attributes.
To illustrate, consider a join between the USROUTES
relation and a relation containing data on international
routes (Figure 3-5). A SELECT statement with the two tables
Listed in the FROM clause and with no selection criteria
specified in a WHERE clause will return the complete Cartesian
product. This product will have six attributes (Origin,
Destination, Mileage, Source, Terminal, Distance) and will
contain 54 tuples.
Source Terminal Distance








New York ( Rio De Jan.,ro 7733
Figure 3-5. INTERNATLROUTES Relation
To obtain a more meaningful result, we need to include
join criteria in the WHERE clause of the SELECT statement.
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This eliminates rows from the Cartesian product that contain
superfluous information. For example, including
WHERE US_ROUTES.DESTINATION = INTERNATL__ROUTES.SOURCE
in the SELECT statement results in the relation shown in
Figure 3-6.
Origin Destination Mileage Source Terminal Distance
New York Seattle 2408 Seattle Tokyo 7714
LA New York 2451 New York London 5589
LA New York 2451 New York Rio 7733
Figure 3-6. A Join Between USROUTES and INTERNATL-ROUTES
Because this join includes only rows that have
matc.ng attribute values from both tables, it is called an
Inner Join. If we do not provide a select-list, or specify
that all columns be selected, an inner join returns the
matched data values twice (once in the DESTINATION column and
one in the SOURCE column). We can eliminate this duplication
by select only one of the columns identified in the join
criteria:
SELECT origin, destination, distance, terminal, mileage
FROM usroutes, internatlroutes
WHERE us routes.destination 
internatlroutes.source;
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This results in a relation that does not contain -the
duplicate attribute values (Figure 3-7). This is a Natural
Inner Join.
Origin Destination Mileage Terminal Distance
New York Seattle 2408 Tokyo 7714
New York 2451 London -j5°589
LA New York 2451 Rio 7733t
Figure 3-7. Natural Inner Join
Relations also can be joined using more complex criteria.
The searchcondition of the WHERE clause may include multiple
predicates of varying degrees of complexity. Our focus is on
predicates involving numeric valued data attributes. These
may be as simple as a relational comparison between two
attributes or between an attribute and a numeric constant.
Predicates also may include more complex mathematical
expressions combining many attributes, constants and
relational operators.
For example, we formed a natural inner join of the
relations USROUTES (Figure 3-2) and INTERNATLROUTES (Figure
3-5). The resulting relation (Figure 3-7) contained
information about U.S. shipping routes with connections to
international cities. We can go from New York to Seattle and
then on to Tokyo. If we start in LOs Angeles we can reach
24
either London or Rio De Janeiro via New York. Now suppose we
want to limit our trip to less than 9,000 -miles. The SELECT
statement
SELECT origin, destination, terminal
FROM usroutes, internatlroutes
WHERE usroutes.destination = internatl.source AND
usroutes.mileage + internatl.distance < 9000;
returns the relation shown in Figure 3-8. Only one of the
three tuples in the original join meets the second part of our
join criteria. The mileage from Los Angeles to New York is
2451 and the di-stance from New York to London is 5589, giving
a total trip of only 8040 miles. (Los Angeles to Rio: 2451 +
7733 = 10184; New York to Tokyo: 2408 + 7714 10122)
Origin F Destination Terminal
Los Angeles New York London
Figure 3.8. Join Using a Compound Search Condition
This result depends on several assumptions.. First, -we
assume that USROUTES and INTERNATL_ROUTES represent similar
entities or concepts. Next, we assume that the attributes
MILEAGE and DISTANCE -both represent identical quantities.
Finally, we treat the values contained in the MILEAGE and
DISTANCE columns as if they were derived from the same unit Of
measure, miles.
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What if the values in one table are measured in miles,
while kilometers are used in the other? The result of our
query then has no meaning, or at least may not answer the
question being asked. The computer manipulates only the
numbers not the semantics. Dimensional consistency of the
query is left to the user. This responsibility of checking
semantic consistency can be shifted to the database system,
however, if the semantics are stored along with the data
values.
I. A GA TY AND UNITS TO THE RELATIONAL MODEL
C. ADDING CONEPT, QUA11 TI LL A
Application of our extended numeric data type to the
relational model is fairly straightforward. A concept
represents a 'type of object or event in the real world which
has one or more measurable attributes or quantities. Thus, a
concept specifies an entity type. A relation is simply an
aggregation of specific instances of entities (tuples). Since
each tuple represents an instance of -the same entity type, one
concept is sufficient for each relation. A concept may be
associated with more than one relation but a relation
represents only one concept. For example, two relations, one
containing information about automobiles and the other data
about trucks, may both represent the single concept Vehicle.
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As defined earlier, a quantity is a measurable attribute
or characteristic of an object. This relates directly to the
column in the relational model. Every column in a relation
represents a unique characteristic or attribute. To allow for
meaningful use of data, each column defined over a numeric
domain should have an associated quantity and a unit of
measure. The second property of relations requires that all
data values in a column be of the same data type. Therefore,
only one quantity and one unit of measure apply to all data in
the column. The same quantity, however, may be associated
with multiple attributes both within a single relation and
across other relations.
Returni-ng to our example, suppose the semantics of
concept, quantity and unit of measure are added to the
relations, USROUTES and INTERNATLROUTES. The schema, or
structure, of the relations are shown below:
US_ROUTES (Concept = AIRROUTE)
Origin Character String
Destination Character String
Mileage Number (Quantity = Distance,
Units = Miles)
INTERNATL_ROUTES (Concept = AIRROUTE)
Source Character String
Terminal Character String
Distance Number (Quantity = Distance,
Units = Kilometers)
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We now can check our earl-ier quer,
SELECT origin, destination, terminal
FROM usroutes, internatlroutes
WHERE usroutes.destination = internatl routes.source AND
usroutes.mileage + internatlroutes.distance < 9000
for semantic and dimensional consistency. We focus on join
criteria specified in the WHERE clause, particularly the
portion dealing with numeric data attributes. The first
portion of the predicate specifies a relational comparison of
non-numeric attributes. This is outside the scope of our
numerical dimensional check.
The second predicate is a mathematical expression
involving two numeric attributes (us_routes.mileage,
internati _routes.distance) and one numeric constant (9000).
For the time being, we will assume the data type of the
constant specifies AirRoute as its concept, Distance as the
quantity and Miles as the unit of measure. Both operands on
the left side of the expression are associated with the same
concept, Air Route, and quantity, Distance. The units of
measure are different. Both Miles and Kilometers measure the
fundamental dimension of length, however, and are therefore
commensurate. Thus only a conversion factor (0.62137
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Miles/Kilometer) need be applied to the expression to make it
dimensionally consistent. The corrected query
SELECT origin, destination, terminal
FROM us_routes, internatlroutes
WHERE us_routes.destination = internatl_routes.source AND
usroutes.mileage +
0.6213l 7*internatj._routes.distance < 9000;
returns the relation in Figure 3-9. Note that all three of
the trips contained in the original join (Figure 3-7) are
included in the new relation. All three have a total distance
under 9000 miles, a fact we could not determine without
performing a cimensional check on the query and applying the
necessary conversion factor.
JOrigin 1 Destination Terminal
New York Seattle Tokyo
Los Angeles New York London
Los Angeles New York Rio De Janeiro
Figure 3-9. join After Check for Semantic Consistency
in the next two chapters, we discuss the implementation of
a type system shell for SQL which allows the database system
to perform the dimensional analysis and apply the conversion
automatically.
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IV. REPRESENTINJ THE SEMANTICS IN THE DATA DICTIONARY
Implementation of an SQL type checking shell involves two
primary functions. First, the semantics of concept, quantity
and unit of measure must be incorporated in the relational
database. This is accomplished in the design of the data
di'ctionary, which contains the relational schema for the
database. Also included in the data dictionary are the scalar
factors needed for conversion of commensurate units of
measure.
In this chapter we discuss incorporation of the semantics
into the data dictionary. First, we propose a prime number
-encoding scheme that allows numeric representation of the
semantics. This transf-inms the problem of symboli-c semantic
manipulation to a much simpler numeric problem. cinally, we
discuss the data dictionary tables needed to represent the
semantics of concepf, quantity and unit of measure.
A. REPRESENTATION OF SFkANTICS
Semantic manipulation to support type checking involves
three primary operations (Bhargava, 1990, p. 5):
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1. Verification of equivalence. For example, kg*m/s is
equivalent to (1/s)*m*kg.
2. Simplification. For example, (m/s2)*s + m/s simplifies
to m/s.
3. Transformation of Commensurate Units.
The first two operations are related and are the most
complicated to automate symbolically. Bhargava proposes a
prime encoding scheme which transforms the problem from one of
symbolic arithmetic to a much simpler numeric problem.
1. Verification of Equivalence
The semantics of quantity and dimension are either
fundamental or derived. Verification of the equivalence of
fundamental semantics is easily implemented symbolically.
There are no arithmetic operations required. If the semantics
are represented by identical character strings, they are
equivalent. If the string representations are different, the
semantics are not equal.
Derived semantics pose a more difficult problem of
verification. Equivalent semantics can be derived by
combining fundamental semantics in different ways. For
example, the dimension (1/time)*length is equivalent to
length/time. A simple comparison of the symbolic
representation of the two dimensions does not readily reveal
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this equivalence. In fact, more complex derived semantics can
easily become a significant problem of symbolic mathematics.
While there are programs capable of evaluating
symbolic expressions, the problem can be transformed into one
of simple numeric arithmetic by representing fundamental
dimensions with prime numbers. The product (or quotient) of
prime numbers is always unique. No matter how many ways
fundamental semantics are combined, two combinations resulting
in the same numeric value are equivalent. Semantic equality
is equivalent to numeric equality. (Bhargava, 1990)
The nine fundamental dimensions and their prime number
representations are shown in Figure 4-1. Fundamental
quantities can be represented in the same manner. Notice that
the null dimension (for use with unitiess numbers) is
represented by the number one (1), an identity for
multiplication.
The numeric representation of derived semantics is
obtained by arithmetic combination of the prime number
representations of the fundamental semantics. For example,
the dimension volume is derived from the fundamental dimension
of length according to the formula length*length*length or
(length)3  Substituting the prime number representation for
length into either of the formulas and carrying out the
arithmetic operations gives us the numeric representation for
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volume: 3*3*3 = (3)3 = 27. This representation can then be
used to derive the representation of the dimension density:











amount of substance 19
Figure 4-1. Representation of Fundamental Dimensions
Dimensions derived through division can result in
floating point numeric representations. Such representations
complicate verification of equivalence. The iimitaticn on the
number of significant digits which can be represented on a
given computer gives rise to precision errors in floating
point arith -tic. The order in which values are multiplied or
divided can affect the final internal representation of the
result. Thus, equivalent semantics derived via a different
order of multiplication and division may not have identical
numeric representations.
We can avoid floating point precision errors by
eliminating the division of the semantic representations.
Each quantity and dimension can be represented by two integer
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values, one for the prime product in the numerator (di) and
the other for the denominator (d2). Equivalence of two
dimensions can be verified by cross multiplying their d i's and
d2's and checking for numeric equality. Figure 4-2 shows a
revised encoding of the fundamental dimensions and the derived









electric current 1 1
temperature 13 1
lumi..ous intensity 17 1
amount of substance 19 1
volume 9 j
density 5 9
Figure 4-2. Two-part Representation of Dimensions
2. Simplification
Simplication of semantic expressions is now
straightforward. The laws of consistency are readily
implemented since semantic equality is easily tested.
Multiplication of semantic terms requires multiplication of
the di's and d2'-s. Division requires cross multiplication of
di's and d21 s. For addition and subtraction, check semantic
equivalence. (Bhargava, 1990, p. 10-11)
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B. DATA DICTIONARY REPRESENTATION
Information on the design and structure of a database is
normally stored in a central repository known as the data
dictionary. Because the information contained in the
dictionary describes other data, it is often termed metadata.
In relational systems, metadata typically is stored in
relations, or dictionary tables. For example, ORACLE uses 39
dictionary tables to store metadata in its data dictionary.
Information contained in the tables includes system
administration data as well as data about user-defined
relations and their attributes.
Data dictionaries are classified as either passive or
active in nature (Dolk and Kirsch, 1987, p. 49). A passive
dictionary is similar to a language dictionary found in the
library. A passive dictionary merely documents metadata. The
database system does not rely on the dictionary to control and
process data. In fact, the system may obtain its metadata
from other sources. On the other hand, an active data
dictionary is the sole source of metadata for the DBMS. The
dictionary must be accessed for each process or transaction
allowing for implementation of much more powerful control
mechanisms. There is a performance penalty, however, since
the system must access the dictionary for every transaction.
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Implementation of a type analysis shell requires an active
data dictionary. In addition to the standard dictionary
tables, three tables are needed to contain the semantic
inforhmation associated with numeric valued data. One table
holds the data needed for automatic conversion of commensurate
units. The second table associates a concept with each
relation. Finally, a third dictionary table contains the
quantity and unit of measure associated with each numeric
valued attribute or column.
1. The UNITS Dictionary Table
The UNITS dictionary table is used to identify
commensurate units and the conversion factors needed to make
units equivalent. Recall that each unit of measure is
assoc-iated with a dimension. Commensurate units are
associated with the same dimension and differ only by a scalar
conversion factor. Thus, our UNITS dictionary table must
contain the unit of measure, its associated dimension and the
conversion factors. A relational schema for the table is
shown in Figure 4-3.
Unit I Dimension] dl ( d2 I Conversion Factor
Figure 4-3. UNITS Dictionary Table
The unit and dimension attributes are stored as
character strings. The d. and d2 columns contain the numeric
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representation of the dimension. Commensurate units are
identified by cross multiplying the d.'s and d2's and checking
for numeric equality. The conversion factors are stored as
character strings to allow insertion into the SQL statement
during preprocessing.
Notice there is only one conversion factor per unit of
measure. The system recognizes a specific base unit for each
of the nine fundamental dimensions (see Figure 4-4). All
other units are defined in terms of the base units.
Dimension d-1 -d2 Base Unit
((null) 1 . (unitless)
currency 2 1 Dollar(US)length 3 1 Meter
mass 5 1 Kilogram
time 7 1 Second
electric current 11 1 Ampere
temperature 13 1 Degrees(Kelvin)
luminous intensity 17 1 Candela
amount of substance 19 1 Mole
Figure 4-4. Base Units of Measure
The factor stored in the dictionary allows conversion of units
to the base. Thus, commensurate units are converted into
identical base units for use in SQL expressions.
Extensibility is supported by allowing the user to define
units using the base units or any unit of measure already
defined.
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2. The CONCEPTS Dictionary Table
The CONCEPTS dictionary table associates a semantic
concept with each relation. Concepts cannot be derived
through multiplication or division, therefore a numeric
representation is not necessary. The relational schema for
the CONCEPTS dictionary table is shown in Figure 4-5. Both
attributes are stored as character strings.
Table-Name Concept
Figure 4-5. CONCEPTS Dictionary Table
3. The QUANTITIES Dictionary Table
The QUANTITIES dictionary table contains the quantity
and unit of measure associated with each numeric valued
attribute. Like dimensions, quantities can be either
fundamental or derived from other quantities. The same
numeric scheme is used to represent quantities in the data
dictionary. The relational schema is shown in Figure 4-6.
Table-name I Column-name Quantity I q1 I q2 I Units
Figure 4-6. QUANTITIES Dictionary Table
Once the semantics have been added to the database, we
must provide a mechanism for their use in the type checking of
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expressions. In the next chapter we discuss implementation
of a preprocessor which evaluates SQL statements for semantic
consistency before they reach the DBMS for processing.
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V. EVALUATING SQL EXPRESSIONS
Storing semantic information in a data dictionary allows
us to check automatically for semantic consistency of SQL
SELECT statements. This is easily accomplished by an SQL
preprocessor before the statement is passed to the DBMS for
routine processing. The preprocessor is concerned only with
SELECT statements. All other SQL statements are passed
directly to the DBMS for routine processing. The preprocessor
must perform three primary operations:
1. Retrieve the required semantic information from the data
dictionary tables.
2. Evaluate the search conditions in the WHERE and HAVING
clauses for semantic consistency.
3. Convert commensurate units into a common unit of measure.
In this chapter, we discuss implementation of the SQL
preprocessor. The discussion focuses on verification of
quantity consistency and conversion of commensurate units.
Evaluating concept consistency is more difficult and is
discussed in the next chapter.
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A. ACCESSING THE DATA DICTIONARY
The data dictionary tables are updated each time a CREATE
TABLE or CREATE VIEW command is entered by the user. The user
must define a concept for each table created and a quantity
and unit of measure for each numeric-valued attribute.
Quantities may be defined in terms of known quantities or may
be fundamental. Units of measure msut be defined in terms of
known units of measure.
If a table or view is dropped from the database, the
corresponding rows in the CONCEPTS and QUANTITIES dictionary.
are deleted. Similarly, the dictionary tables are updated
each time a database table is altered by adding or deleted an
attribute.
The FROM clause of the SELECT statement identifies the
relation or relations to be queried by the statement. The
table-names specified in the FROM clause can be used to
generate three data dictionary queries described below. The
results of the three data dictionary queries should be stored
in temporary data structures in computer memory. This
minimizes the number of database accesses and speeds
preprocessing.
The first query retrieves the concepts associated with
each table from the CONCEPTS dictionary table. Entries are
made in the CONCEPTS table only if a relation contains numeric
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valued attributes. Thus, if there are no entries in the
CONCEPTS table corresponding to the tables named in the FROM
clause, there will be no numeric valued attributes involved in
the query and no need for further preprocessing. The SELECT
statement can be passed directly to the DBMS for normal query
processing.
The second query to the data dictionary, retrieves the
quantities and units of measure from the QUANTITIES table.
Entries from the QUANTITIES table identify the numeric valued
attributes in each table and the quantity and units of measure
associated with each attribute. The results of this query
subsequently are used to retrieve the appropriate conversion
factors from the UNITS table. We now have all the information
needed to evaluate search conditions for semantic consistency.
B. EVALUATING SEARCH CONDITIONS
Search conditions are used in the WHERE clause and in the
HAVING clause of the SELECT statement, as shown below
(Viescas, 1989, p. 64):
SELECT [ALL : DISTINCT] select-list
FROM {Itable-name : view-name} [correlation-name]},...
[WHERE search-condition]
[GROUP BY {column-name : column-number},...]
[HAVING search-condition]
[{INTERSECT I MINUS 1 UNION [ALL]} selectstatement]
[[ORDER BY {{column-name column-number}[ASC
,DESC]},...]:
[FOR UPDATE OF {column-namel,...]]
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The search condition identi'fies a simple or compound
predicate that is true, false, or unknown about a given row.
The condition defines which rows will appear in the resulting
logical table. If the condition is true when applied to the
row, the row is included in the result table. Application of
a search condition does not change the value of the attributes
contained in a row. (Viescas, 1989, p. 63) Syntax for the
search condition is shown here:-
[NOT] (predicate 1 (search-condition)}
[AND 1 OR} [NOT] (predicate : (search-condition)}]...
The standard Boolean operators--AND, OR, and NOT--combine
indvi~dual predicates into compound search conditions. The
Booean operators accept only three values--true, false, and
unknown--and are not subject to the rules of semantic
consistency applied to numeric expressions.
There are two types of predicates which involve numeric
valued attributes and require semantic evaluation. The first
compares an expression to a range of values. The second
compares the values of two expressions using standard
relational operators-.
The BETWEEN predicate compares a value with a range of
values.
expression [NOT] BETWEEN expression AND expression
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The data types of all expressions must be compatible and each
expression must be semantically consistent.
The comparison predicate compares values of two
expressions using the standard relational operators. The
semantics of the first expression must be the same as those of
second expression.
expression { = : <> : > : < I >= : <= } expression
To verify the semantic consistency of the BETWEEN or the
comparison predicate, we must first evaluate their component
expressions. Numeric-valued expressions obey the following
syntax:
[+-] { (expression) : literal ! column-name}
[{+:-!*:/I ( (expression) : literal : column-name} .
Expressions are evaluated for correctness according to the
laws of semantic consistency. This is easily accomplished by
first converting the expression to postfix form and then
conducting operations on a simple stack. As each operand is
identified, its semantics are retrieved from the temporary
dictionary tables created earlier. The semantics are then
concatenated to the operand token and pushed onto the stack.
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i. Quantity Consistency
As the quantity of each operand is retrieved, its two-
part prime product representation (qjq 2) is pushed onto the
stack. When an arithmetic operator is read, its operands will
be the two top elements of the stack. These are popped from
the stack, the indicated operation is performed and the
resulting quantity is returned to the stack.
a. Multiplication and Division
When a multiplication operator is encountered, the
top two quantities ((q,q 2)2 and (ql,q 2)) are poppedfstack.~~ro Ththeq1L.L I
stack. The two qi's are multiplied to give the resulting
representation (q.)' The product of the q2's gives the
resulting (a-" value. The new (ql,q 2)' is returned to the
stack.
Division requires a similar though s'ighlty more
complicated procedure. The first quantity popped from the
stack (q,q)I represents the divisor, the second quantity
stac (qq2) eprsent .Atit
(q~q) I  the dividend. The resulting quantity (q.,q2)' is
determined by cross multiplying:
)'= () * (q,)l and (q2 )' = (q1)2 * (;2)l
b. Addition and Subtraction
Addition and subtraction require that both operands
have the same quantity. If (q1lq2)2 and (q11q7)i differ, the
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expression is inconsistent. The quantity resulting from an
addition or subtraction is the same as that of the operands
((q, 1 q2 )' = (q,q 2 )2 = (ql,q 2)1 ).
Unary plus and minus operators involve only one
operand. However, they do not affect the quantity or unit of
measure of the operand. Thus, unary operators are ignored by
the preprocessor.
c. Relational Operators
Like addition and subtraction, the relational
operators ( =, <>, >, <, >=, <= ) require that both operands
have the same quantity. The result of a relational operation
is either true or false. It does not have a quantity.
2. Handling Literals
Expressions in SQL may contain numeric constants or
literals. These are known to the system only at the time the
query is being processed. The data dictionary holds no
concept, quantity or units description for the literals.
However, the semantics of these constants must be considered
when evaluating the expression for consistency.
There are two ways to deal with literalst The first
is to require all literals to be declared as defined constants
and given a variable name. A quantity and unit of measure is
assigned by the user when the constant is defined.
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The second method assumes the user intends the literal
to have a quantity and unit of measure consistent with the
context of the expression. In this case, we must introduce a
universal type, (ul,u2). It is equivalent to all other
quantities for addition, subtraction and comparison. For
multiplication and division, it is equivalent to a
dimensionless quantity where (ql,q2) = (1,1). (Bradley and
Clemence, p. 47)
C. AN EXAMPLE OF PREPROCESSING
Evaluation of an SQL SELECT statement is demonstrated in
the following example. Consider the following relations:
SHIP (concept = SHIP)
SHIPNAME
LENGTH (Quantity = length,Units = Ft)
BEAM (Quantity = width, Units = Ft)
DRAFT (Quantity = depth, Units = Ft)
HOLD_LENGTH (Quantity = length, Units = Ft)
HOLD__WIDTH (Quantity = width,Units = Ft)
HOLD__HEIGHT (Quantity = height,Units Ft)
HATCH_AREA (Quantity = area,Units SqFt)
CARGO_CAPACITY(Quantity= weight,Units Tons)
CRATE (concept = CRATE)
CRATEID
LENGTH (Quantity = length,Units = Meters)
WIDTH (Quantity = width,Units = Meters)
HEIGHT (Quantity = height,Units = Meters)
WEIGHT (Quantity = weight,Units = Kilograms)
For a crate to be loaded onto a ship it must fit through
the ship's hatch. Crates are stacked five high inside the
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ship's hold. The following SELECT statement will identify
those crates that can be loaded on a specific ship:
SELECT CRATE_ID
FROM CRATE, SHIP
WHERE SHIPNAME = "TITANIC" AND
CRATE.LENGTH*CRATE.WIDTH < HATCHAREA AND
CRATE.HEIGHT*5 < HOLDHEIGHT;
The FROM clause provides the table names needed to query
the data dictionary. Three temporary dictionary tables are






Table-name Columnn-name Ouantity q1 _2 Units
CRATE LENGTH length 2 1 Meters
CRATE WIDTH width 3 1 Meters
CRATE HEIGHT height 5 1 Meters
CRATE WEIGHT weight 7 2. Kilograms
SHIP LENGTH length 2 1 Ft
SHIP BEAM width 3 1 Ft
SHIP DRAFT depth i 1 Ft
SHIP HOLDLENGTH length 2 1 Ft
SHIP HOLD_WIDTH width 3 1 Ft
SHIP HOLD HEIGHT height 5 J Ft
SHIP HATCH AREA area 6 1 SqFt
SHIP CARGO_CAPACITY weight 7 1 Tons
UNITS
Units Dimension d d Conversion Factor
Meters length 3 1
Kilograms mass 5 1
Ft length 3 1 0.3048
SqFt length*length 9 1 0.09290304
Ton mass 5 1 (.45359/2000)
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Notice that the derived quantity area is defined in terms of
the quantities length and width.
The WHERE clause contains a compound search condi. .. i with
three distinct predicates. The first, SHIPNAME = "TITANIC"
involves non-numeric attributes and is ignored by the
preprocessor. The remaining predicates involve numeric
expressions and must be evaluated for semantic consistency.
Evaluation begins by converting the expressions into
postfix form.
Expression Postfix Representation
CRT. 7.LNGTF,CRAT:. K110,,HAT1I HAREA,(
CRAE,~EE K;i5 ( FO..D CRATE.HEIGHT,5,;,ROLOHEIGHT, (
Figure 5-1 shows the contents of the postfix stack as the
expressions are evaluated.
Symbol Quantity Operl Oper2 Result Stack
CRATE.LENGTH (2,1) (2,1)
CRATE.WIDTH (3,1) (2,1)(3,1)
* (2,1) (3,1) (6,1) (6,1)
HATCH_AREA (6,1) (6,1)(6,1)
< (6,1) (6,1) Logical Consistent
CRATE.HEIGHT (5,1) (5,1)
5 (ul,u2) (5,1)(u1,u2)
* (5,1) (ul,u2) (5,1) (5,1)
HOLD_HEIGHT (5,1) (5,1)(5,1)
< (5,1) (5,1) Logical Consistent
Figure 5-1. Evaluation of Postfix Expressions
Because the system has no way of converting quantities
into one another, inconsistent expressions cause the SELECT
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statement to be returned to the user for correction. Figure
5-2 shows the progress of the stack for:
SELECT CRATE-ID
FROM CRATE, SHIP
WHERE SHIP-ID = "TITANIC" AND
CRATE.LENGTH <= CRATE.WEIGHT;
The expression CRATE.LENGTH <= CRATE.WEIGHT tries to compare
an attribute representing a length to one representing a
weight. This is inconsistent with respect to quantity.
Symbol Quantity Operl Oper2 Result Stack
CRATE.LENGTH (2,1) (2,1)
CRATE.WEIGHT (7,1) (2,1)(7,1)
<= (2,1) (7,1) Logical INCONSISTENT
Figure 5-2. Stack Contents For Inconsistent Expression
D. CONVERSION OF COMMENSURATE UNITS
An expression that is consistent in quantity will -also be
dimensionally consistent. All that remains before the
statement is passed to the DBMS is the conversion of
commensurate units of measure. To simplify the conversion,
all commensurate units are converted into the base units of
measure. For example, both feet and inches will be converted
into the base unit of measure for length, meters.
Every numeric-valued operand in an expression will have a
conversion factor applied before the statement is passed to
the DBMS. The conversion factor is stored in the UNITS
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dictionary table as a character string which is inserted prior
to the operand in the SQL statement. Conversion factors for
base units are null strings and will not change the original




WHERE SHIPNAME = "TITANIC" AND
CRATE.LENGTH*CRATE.WIDTH < O.09290304*HATCH_AREA AND
CRATE.HEIGHT*5 < O.3048*HOLDHEIGHT;
Literals are assigned the conversion factor of the operand
preceding them in the postfix expression. The user is
responsible for ensuring that the value represented by the
literal is expressed in the appropriate units.
We have demonstrated a simple scheme for automatic
verification of quantity consistency and conversion of
commensurate units in database systems. Responsibility for
ensuring dimensional consistency can now be shifted from the
user to the database system. Verifying concept consistency
poses a more difficult challenge, however. Assigning
semantics to a relation resulting from a join also poses a
problem. In the next chapter, we address these problems and




Verification of concept consistency in relational
operations is a difficult problem. An SQL search condition
will be consistent only if the concepts associated with each
operand are identical. Since attributes inherit the concept
associated with the relation, strict consistency would allow
expressions to conta-in only attributes drawn from relations
having the same concept. There is no way to combine concepts
to create new concepts. Most database queries, however,
involve more than one relation and most likely more than one
concept. Search conditions rarely involve attributes from
just one of the relations being joined.
If there is a way of relating concepts to one another, it
becomes possible to coerce concept consistency by substituting
related concepts when evaluating expressions. In this
chapter, we introduce concept hierarchies as a way of
determining the relationships between concepts. We begin with
a discussion of the binary relationships which link database
tables. These relationships can be combined into a variety of
larger structures represented by directed graphs. A concept
hierarchy is realized when concepts are included in the -graph.
This hierarchy reflects the semantic intent of the database
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design and can be used to ensure queries are consistent -with
the design.
A. LINKING RELATIONS
In the relational data model each relation represents a
collection of instances of a specific entity type. Specific
instances (.rows) are identified'by a unique value in at least
one column of the relation. This is known as the primary key
for the relation. The key is used to identify each row and to
keep all rows distinct.
Primary keys from one relation will often appear as
columns in another relation. This indicates a relationship
between the two tables. When a primary key is included as an
attribute of a second relation, it is called a foreign key.
A value of a foreign key refers to a row in the original
relation. Referential integrity is -achieved when each value
(i.e., row) of the foreign key specifically refers to one and
only one row of the parent relation. Foreign keys can be used
to represent three primary types of relationships between
tables: one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many. These
relationships are considered binary because they link only two
entity types. Two or more binary relationships can be used to
create more complicated structures.
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1. One-To-One Relationships (1:1)
In a -one-to-one (1:1) relationship, an instance of one
relation is -related to no more than one instance of another
relation. This is represented by the placement of the key of
either relation in the other relation. This is the simplest
form of a b-inary relationship. (Kroenke and Dolan, 1988, p.
169-174)
Suppose a shipping crate can contain only one item.
There is a -one-to-one relationship between the crate and its-
item. Figure 6-1 shows the two relations. Primary keys are
underlined. Foreign keys are marked with an asterisk. Notice
that the primary key (ITEM-ID) of the ITEM relation is placed
as a foreign key in the CRATE relation.
ITEM
(Item-ID I Description I Weight I Cost
CRATE
Cr eN.I Lengt11h IWidth [Height I Weight I Item-[D*
Figure 6-1. Representing a One-to-One Relationship
2. One-To-Many Relationships (1:N)
In a one-to-many (1:N) relationship, a row of one
relation is related to potentially many rows of another
relation. The relation on the one side of a 1:N relationship
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is said to be the parent. The- other relation is the child.
To represent a 1:N relationship, the key of the parent
relation is placed as a foreign key in the child. (Kroenke
and Dolan, 1988, p. 174-178)
A 1:N relationship is illustrated in Figure 6-2. A
ship can carry many crates but each crate can be on at most
one ship. This relationship is represented by placing the key
of the parent relation (Ship-Name) as a foreign key in the
child relation.
SHIP
Ship-Name Length Beam Draft
CRATE
Crate-No Length . ... ( Item-ID* Ship-Name*
Figure 6-2. Representing a One-To-Many Relationship
3. Many-To-Many Relationship (M:N)
A many-to-many (M:N) relationship cannot be directly
represented in the relational model. In an M:N relationship,
a row of one relation corresponds to many rows of another
relation. A row in the second relation also corresponas to
many rows of the first relation. To represent this, we need
a third relation called an intersection relation. An-
intersection relation is composed of the keys of each of the
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related relations. In this case the intersection relation is
a child to both rel-ations. (Kroenke and Do-lan, 1988, p. 178-
182)
A s-ingle ship may call at many ports and each port can
be a destination for many ships. This many-to-many
relationship is represented by the relations in Figure 6-3.
The keys of the SHIP relation (Ship-Name) and of the PORT
relation (Port-Name) are combined to form the SHIP-PORT
relation. The key of this intersection relation is the
combination of the keys of its parents (Ship-Name*+Port-
Name*).
SHI P




I-Port-NameI Country I Locati on I Depth_ I.
Figure 6-3. Representing a Many-To-Many Relationship
B. bIRECTED GRAPHS
Binary relationships can be combined into a variety of
larger structures. It is often useful to represent these
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structures graphically. A graph can be thought of as a set of
nodes (or vertices) and arrows (or arcs) between the nodes.
Each arc is specified by a pair of nodes. If the pairs of
nodes that make up the arcs are ordered pairs, the graph is
said to be a directed graph. (Tenebaum, Langsam, and
Augenstein, 1990, p. 503) Since a binary relationship always
identifies a parent and child, it can always be represented as
a directed graph.
If the primary key of a relation is included as a foreign
key in a second relation, the first relation will be a parent
to the second. Thus, identifying the foreign keys in a table
will identify the table 's parent relations. This, in effect,
orders pairs of relations and provides a means of building a
directed graph. Figure 6-4 shows a directed graph
representing the relationships between the ITEM, CRATE, SHIP
and PORT relations.
EEEPPORT
Figure 6-4. Directed Graph of Binary Relationships
Each relation represents a node in the graph. Links between
relations are represented as arrows between nodes.
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C. CONCEPT HIERARCHIES
Each relation in the directed graph will have an
associated concept. If these concepts are substituted at each
node of the graph (Figure 6-5) we establish a concept
hierarchy representing the relationships between concepts.
The term hierarchy is used here rather loosely to convey the
or-dered parent-child structure of the graph. Intersection
relations used to represent M:,N relationships will not
normally have a unique concept, so for the time being, we
simply label the intersect nodes. To complete the hierarchy
we include a "dummy" node or universal concept (*) at the root





Figure 6-5. Concept Hierarchy
Since the concept hierarchy is based on the links between
relations, it reflects the semantic intent of the database
design. Thus, the graph can be used to ensure database
queries are semantically consistent with the design of the
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database. Expressions are evaluated by first determining the
concept associated with each of the operands. If the concepts
differ, we then begin at the lowest occurrence of each concept
on the concept graph and search upward until a common node is
reached. If the lowest common concept is (*), the expression
is inconsistent. Otherwise, the operands share a common
concept through inheritance and the expression is consistent
with the semantic design of the database.
For example, suppose the crates described above can be
shipped by either air or sea. Like a ship, an airplane can
carry more than one crate (1:N between AIRCRAFT and CRATE) and
can land at more than one city (M:N between AIRCRAFT and
PORT). The AIRPORT relation represents the intersection of







Figure 6-6. Concept Hierarchy
If -we wanted to know which crates were too wide to load on




WHERE Aircraft-ID = "DC-iO" AND
Crate.Width < Aircraft.Width;
The query involves a compound search condition containing two
predicates. The first, Aircraft-ID = "DC-10" does not involve
numeric-valued attributes. The second, Crate.Width <
Aircraft.Width, does involves numeric attributes with
different concepts:
Crate.width -- > Concept = Cargo
Aircraft.Width -- > Concept = Aircraft
The concept hierarchy in Figure 6-6 shows the two concepts
share a common descendant, in this case "aircraft-." Thus, the
expression "Crate.width < Aircraft.Width" is consistent with
the semantic intent of the database design and can be allowed.
The expression must now be checked for dimensional consistency
and, if required, commensurate units of measure must be
reconciled.




WHERE Aircraft-ID = "DC-ic" AND
Ship.beam > Aircraft.Width;
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Again the query has a compound search condition and the second
predicate involves operands -aving different concepts.
Ship.width -- > Concept = ship
Aircraft.wi'dth -- > Coicept = aircraft
A search of the concept graph returns (*) as the only common
concept. Since there is no traceable relationship between
ship and aircraft, the expression "Ship.beam > Aircraft.width"
has no meaning in the context of the database design.
Many-to-many relationships are handled differently. The
intersection relation used to represent these relationships is
fundamentally different from other child i-elations. The
intersection will not normally have meaning independent of its
parent relations and thus will not have- a concept..
Technically, the intersection inherits the concept of each of
the parents.
Until this problem6f multiple inheritance is resolved, we
assign a place holding concept, "(intersect)", to these
relations in order to complete the concept hierarchy. We then
allow the (intersect) concept to reverse the direction of its
associated arcs, as shown in Figure 6-7. This has the effect
of placing the intersection above its parent nodes on the
concept graph. Our search algorithm will then recognize the
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Figure 6-6. Revised Concept Hierarchy
We have indicated how a concept hierarchy might be used to
ensure that queries are consistent with a specific database
design. (The hierarchy also might be used to determine a
concept of the relation returned by a query.) By identifying
the concepts associated with each of the attributes in the
select-list, we can search the hierarchy for the lowest common
concept and assign it to the resulting relation. When more
than one common concept is found the user will be required to
reconcile the ambiguity.
The idea of concept complements the notions of quantity
and unit to enforce a higher level of semantic consistency
than is cur-rently available in commercial relational database
systems. However, the use of concept heirarchy in this
chapter differs from the original notion introduced by Bradley
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Fand Clemence. The ideas presented- in this section are
preliminary in nature. More work needs to be done
investigating th_ -mifications of this approach as indicated
in the concluding section.
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VII. CONCLUSION
This thesis has presented a simple and efficient method of
implementing a semantic type checking system for use with
relational databases. By defining a concept, quantity and
unit of measure for each numeric-valued data attribute, we
increase the integrity of data manipulation. We can ensure
queries are consistent with the design of the database. Only
a human can determine the significance and meaning of data.
We have shown, however, that the database system can share in
the responsibility of handling the data in a manner consistent
with its assigned meaning.
Manipulation of numeric data must conform to the laws -of
dimensional consistency. This is-well known in the srientific
and technical communities which deal with mostly numeric data
measured across a variety of systems of measurement. There
are obvious benefits to be gained by automating the
dimensional analysis and conversion of commensurate units in
the databases which support these communities.
Our research provides benefits outside the scientific
community as well. As businesses gain greater access to
international databases, the need for an automatic conversion
of financial data becomes obvious. For example, including the
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semantics -of the data in the data dictionary would facilitate
automatic tracking of currency fluctuations. This guarantees
an accurate reflection -of current market values.
There are also benefits to be gained by applying concept
hierarchies to non-numeric data. A concept represents a real
world object or event. Every table in a relational database
has an associated concept regardless of the data types of its
attributes. By identifying the foreign keys in each table we
can build a concept hierarchy for any database. The hierarchy
is guaranteed to reflect the semantic intent of the database
design. For queries to be meaningful within the context of
the design, they must be consistent with the concept
hierarchy.
Our proposed system is not without its limitations. -It
has no provisi-on for conversion or coercion between
quantities. Thus, a height cannot be compared to a length or
a width, even when this may make sense in a query. This
problem could be addressed by defining relationships between
quantities similar to those linking concepts. A quantity
hierarchy could then be established and used to coerce related
quantities. Determining whether such a scheme would provide
sufficient benefits is an area for future research.
We have also largely ignored the problem of inheritance.
We have assumed that a relation's attributes inherit the
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concept associated with the relation. Foreign keys then have
more than one -concept. This presents no problem for semantic
evaluation of SQL expressions, however. Concept consistency
depends only on the relationships between database tables, not
their attributes.
The relationships between concepts and quantities require
further research. If a concept is assigned to a relation,
must the relation contain all the attributes associated with
the concept? Which concept and quantities should be applied
to the relation produced by joining conceptually different
relations?
Relational databases -provide a powerful and easily
understood data access capability. Some might argue that
enforcing semantic consistency restricts and limits this
capability. As databases grow larger and more integrated,
however, unrestricted data manipulation increases the
likelihood of improper handling of data and misinterpretation
of the query results. Only by enforcing the semantic intent
of the database design can we guarantee consistent and
meaningful interpretations. The results of this thesis
demonstrate a technique for enforcing semantic consistency
which extends features currently existing in relational
database systems.
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TABLENAME COLUMN_NAME QUANTITY Q1 Q2 UNITS
USROUTES MILEAGE DISTANCE 13 1 MILES
INTERNATLROUTES DISTANCE DISTANCE 13 1 KILOMETERS
SHIP LENGTH LENGTH 2 1 FT
SHIP BEAM WIDTH 3 1 FT
SHIP DRAFT DEPTH 11 1 FT
SHIP HOLD LENGTH LENGTH 2 1 FT
SHIP HOLD WIDTH WIDTH 3 1 FT
SHIP HOLDHEIGHT HEIGHT 5 1 FT
SHIP HATCHAREA AREA 6 1 SQFT
SHIP CARGOCAPACITY WEIGHT 7 1 TONS
CRATE LENGTH LENGTH 2 1 METERS
CRATE WIDTH WIDTH 3 1 METERS
CRATE HEIGHT HEIGHT 5 1 METERS
CRATE WEIGHT WEIGHT 7 1 KILOGRAMS
PORT DEPTH DEPTH 11 1 FT
UNITS:
UNIT DIMENSION Dl D2 CONVERSIONSTRING
UNITLESS (NULL) 1 1 (Base Unit)
USDOLLAR CURRENCY 2 1 (Base Unit)
METERS LENGTH 3 1 (Base Unit)
KILOGRAMS MASS 5 1 (Base Unit)
SECONDS TIME 7 1 (Base Unit)
AMPS ELECCURRENT 11 1 (Base Unit)
DEG K TEMPERATURE 13 1 (Base Unit)
CANDELA LUMINOUS_INTENSITY 17 1 (Base Unit)
MOLE AMT_SUBSTANCE 19 1 (Base Unit)
FT LENGTH 3 1 0.3048*
SQFT LENGHT*LENGTH 9 1 0.09290304*
TONS MASS 5 1 (.45359/2000)*
MILES LENGTH 3 1 1.609344*
CUMETERS LENGTH*LENGTH*LENGKT
27 1 (Base Unit)
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APPENDIX B: POSTFIX ALGORITHMS
The algorithms presented here represent the major
functions of the preprocessor. The routines needed to access
the data dictionary tables, store the results of queries, and
the search routines have been omitted.
Initial implementation of the preprocessor was concerned
only with evaluating SQL SELECT statements. Entries to the
dictionary tables were made manually.
The gettoken() function returns the next token from the
SQL command. The preprocessor recognizes the following token
types: DELIMITER, OPERATOR, BOOLEANOP, IDENTIFIER, LITERAL,
NUMBER, and COMMAND. OPERATOR includes both the arithmetic
and relational operators. BOOLEANOP is either AND, OR, or
NOT. A LITERAL is a string enclosed by single quotes. NUMBER
is for numbers and COMMAND is assigned when an -SQL keyword i-s
encountered.
IDENTIFIER and NUMBER represent complex structures
consisting of: TOKEN_STRING, TABLE_NAME, COLUMN_NAME, CONCEPT,
Q1, Q2, and CONVERSIONSTRING. For NUMBER tokens only the
TOKEN_STRING, Q1 and Q2 fields are used. Q1 and Q2 are
assigned the value -1. This flags the token for special
treatment during evaluation.
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CONVERTING INF;IX EXPRESSIONS TO POSTFIX
The following algorithm converts an expression from infix
to postfix notation. The algorithm requires a function
prcd(opI,op2) where opi and op2 are OPERATOR tokens. This
function returns TRUE if opl has precedence over op2 when opl
appears to the left of op2 in an infix expression. Precedence
of operators is shown below:
Highest * , /
Lowest 0 , <> , <= , >=
For parentheses, prcd() returns the following results:
prcd( 'C', op ) FALSE
prcd( op, '(' ) FALSE
prcd( op, ') ) z TRUE
pr-cd( ')', op ) undefined (an attempt to compare the
two indicates -an error)
The algorithm is shown here:
while (not end of expression) {
get'token_ 1;
if (token is an identifier)
add token to postfix string
else { /* token is an operator */
while (-operator stack is not empty) and
(top operator in stack has precedence over
token) {
pop top operator from stack and add to
postfix string
} /* end while */
if (stack is empty OR token != ')')
push token onto operator stack
else /* top operator is open parenthesis */
pop top operator from stack and di-scard;
} /* end else */
} /* end while */
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while (operator stack not empty) {
pop the stack, add to postfix string
}" /* end while */
EVALUATING THE POSTFIX-EXPRESSION
Each operator in a postfix string refers to the previous
two operands in the string. Each time we read an operand
(i.e., IDENTIFIER or NUMBER) we push it onto a stack. When we
reach an OPERATOR, its operands will be the top two elements
of the stack. We are concerned only with the Q1 and Q2
elements of each operand. The following algorithm eva-luates
an expression in postfix using this method:
/* scan the postfix string reading one
token at a time */
while (not end of postfix string-) {
gettoken() from postfix string
if (token is an IDENTIFIER or NUMBER)
push token onto stack
else (
/* token is an operator */
pop stack and assign to opnd2
pop stack and assign to opndl
switch token {
case '*':
/* mulitply Q1's and Q2's */
result.Q1 z absvalue((opnd!.Q1)*(opnd2.Ql))
result.Q2 =absvalue((opnd.Q2)*(opnd2.Q2))
push result onto stack
break
case '/':
/* cross multiply QI's and Q2's */
result.QI = absvalue((opnd2.Q2)*(opndl.Ql))
result.Q2= absvalue((opnd2.Q1)*(opndl.Q2))




1* -Q1's and 02's must be equal*/
_/* if one operand is a NUMBER *
/* it takes the quantity of *
/* th-e other 5 ,erand *








if opndl.Q1 opnd2.Ql and
opndl.Q2 =opnd2.Q2)
/* operation allowed *
push opndl
else {
_/* Quantity Inconsistency *
expression is inconsistency
end evaluation







1*Qi's and Q2's must be equal *
/* if one operand is a NUMBER *
1* it takes the quantity of *
1*the other operand and the *









1* Quantity inconsistency *
express ion is inconsistent
end evaluation
I /* end else *
)/* end while *
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